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Activating 2D nano-kaolinite using hybrid
nanoparticles for enhanced phosphate capture†
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A synergistic host–guest coupling is exploited to disorder nano-

kaolinite unit layers to form Al2O3 nanoparticles, which act as

activated adsorptive sites; meanwhile, the coupling enables La-based

nanoparticles to anchor homogenously on the nano-kaolinite surfaces,

fully utilizing their adsorption ability. The activated hybrid nanostruc-

tures exhibit an excellent phosphate adsorption capacity.

Porous two-dimensional (2D) nanostructures have received
considerable research attention in the adsorption field due to
their large specific surface area, high mechanical stability, and
easy surface modification and functionalization.1,2 By loading
or entrapping adsorptive nanomaterials on the substrate with
2D nanostructures, a variety of 2D nanohybrids have been
created and shown to adsorb a broad range of pollutants with
effectiveness.3 Various modification strategies were utilized,
including host–guest interactions such as hydrogen bonding,4

layer-by-layer assembly,5 covalent bonding,6 and electrostatic
attraction.7 Usually, the 2D nanostructured hosts act as an inert
support to immobilize adsorptive materials on their surfaces.
Thus, 2D hosts such as graphene oxide8 contribute little despite
having a high cost of preparation. This largely limits the use of
2D nanohybrids in the removal of environmental pollutants,
where great amounts of adsorbents are used and economic
viability is of importance.

To tackle these challenges, we came with the concept to
replace expensive synthetics with natural 2D nanostructures
that are available at low cost from natural resources. We present

a new synthetic strategy of 2D hybrid nanostructures coupling
adsorptive nanoparticles and an activated natural 2D nano-
structured host, where both contribute to the adsorption. The
strategy is schematically shown in Fig. 1 and is shown to create
double-face multifunctional 2D hybrid nanostructures providing
high-performance adsorption of phosphate. A 2D layer nanoclay,
nano-kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4; denoted as NKaol), served as
an activated 2D nanostructured host. Lanthanum oxycarbonate
(La2O2CO3, abbreviated as LO) nanoparticles acted as the adsorp-
tive guest. NKaol is a natural nanoclay, and it is readily available
in large quantities as a low cost industrial material.9 A unit layer
of NKaol consists of an oxygen-sharing tetrahedral SiO4 sheet
and an adjacent octahedral AlO6 sheet.10 The unit layers are
stacked up to form 2D layered NKaol with a gibbsite-like array of
aluminol (Al–OH) groups on the octahedral surface and siloxane
(Si–O–Si) groups on the tetrahedral surface.11 Fig. 1 schematically
represents the preparation of the nanohybrid. NKaol was first
mixed with LO precursors (La(NO3)3 and C2H5NO2). The mixture was
further calcinated at 450 1C using the solution combustion method
to obtain hybrid LO–NKaol (detailed in the ESI†). In the produced
nanohybrid, LO nanoparticles were homogeneously anchored on
the surfaces of NKaol; in the meantime, NKaol was activated by
co-calcination with the coated LO precursors thus disconnecting
the unit layers of NKaol and creating adsorptive Al2O3. The combined

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of creating 2D hybrid nanostructures by
coupling NKaol and LO nanoparticles for enhanced uptake of phosphate
from water.
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function of LO and Al2O3 accounts for a high phosphate adsorp-
tion capacity. Besides, the creation of LO–NKaol is facile via a
bottom-up synthesis, and the strategy is economically viable
because of using low-cost NKaol for adsorption.

The capability of this unique 2D hybrid nanostructure
is revealed in the phosphate adsorption process. Phosphate
pollution leads to eutrophication and threatens organisms
in aquatic environments.12 Over the past decade, Al, Fe, Zr
and La-based metal (hydro) oxide adsorbents have been used for
phosphate removal with effectiveness.13 In particular, La-based
compounds have a high capacity for removing phosphate and
are one of the most efficient phosphate scavengers.14 Various
La-containing hybrids have been prepared for phosphate removal
using porous hosts such as zeolite,15 biochar,16 graphene17 and
polyacrylonitrile nanofibers.18 This was the rationale for our use
of LO nanoparticles coated on the surface of 2D natural NKaol—it
would synergistically uptake phosphate at Al2O3 and LO sites.

The successful coating of La-based nanoparticles on the
surface of NKaol is confirmed by transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) combined with energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
mapping (Fig. 2). TEM and STEM results (Fig. 2a and b) showed
the La-based nanoparticles loaded on the surface of NKaol. The
cross-sectional TEM image (Fig. 2a) of an NKaol particle reveals
that the thickness of the particle is approximately 33.1 nm,
corresponding to 46 unit layers of kaolinite. This result is in
agreement with the atomic force microscopy result of pristine
NKaol, which showed that the thickness of NKaol particles is
approximately 25–80 nm (Fig. S1, ESI†). Both characterizations
indicate the 2D nano-scale of the employed kaolinite nanoclay.
The corresponding EDS elemental mapping (Fig. 2c) confirms
the homogenous coating of the La-containing material at the
surface of NKaol. X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) quantitative analysis
of the LO–NKaol sample showed that the La content represents
approximately 5.22% of the total elemental content by mole

fraction, i.e. 28.24% of elemental La by mass is coated on the
surface of LO–NKaol (Table S1, ESI†).

As shown in Fig. 2d, the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of
the nanohybrid show that the main La-species is LO, because
reflections of LO–NKaol with d-spacing values of 6.76, 3.90,
3.02, 2.90, 2.86, and 2.03 Å present characteristic diffraction of
La2O2CO3. The average diameter (D) of the LO crystallites is
calculated using the Scherrer equation. The calculated D value
is 7.8 nm. In addition, pristine calcinated NKaol exhibits
a typical NKaol XRD pattern,19 and the NKaol substrate in
LO–NKaol presents a dramatically weakened intensity for the
main reflections of NKaol, because (i) the calcination treatment
at 450 1C caused the partial dehydroxylation of NKaol,20 and
(ii) LO reflection was introduced because of the LO coating.
The nitrogen absorption–desorption isotherms of NKaol before
and after LO coating were compared as shown in Fig. 2e. Both
LO–NKaol and pristine calcinated NKaol are categorized as type II
isotherms with H3 hysteresis loops as described by IUPAC.21 This
suggests that both materials belong to macroporous materials.
Besides macropore domains, the PSD curve of NKaol shows a
relatively broad pore population centered at 40 nm, revealing the
occurrence of mesopores (Fig. 2e). The PSD curve of LO–NKaol
exhibits higher mesopore populations with a unimodal shape
with the centre peak at 16 nm. The possible reason was that
the loading of La species on the external surface increases the
interparticle mesopores. The BET specific surface area and the total
pore volume values of LO–NKaol (23.9 m2 g�1 and 0.09 cm3 g�1) are
larger than those of NKaol (17.2 m2 g�1 and 0.06 cm3 g�1,
respectively). It is reasonable to infer that the coating of LO on
the surfaces of NKaol increases the porosity of the materials.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results confirm the LO coating
on the surface of NKaol (detailed in the ESI,† Fig. S2 and S3).
In particular, the intensities of Al–OH vibrations in NKaol after
LO coating (at 3695, 3622, and 914 cm�1)22 decreased a lot when
compared with those in pristine NKaol. This demonstrates that the
LO coating leads to dehydroxylation and related structural changes
of NKaol. Besides, the spectra of LO–NKaol show a heavy weakening
of the Si–O vibrations (at 1100, 1032, 694 and 470 cm�1) and
Al–O–Si vibrations (538 and 754 cm�1),23 suggesting a disorder of
the NKaol unit layer which includes tetrahedral SiO4 and octahedral
AlO6. Thus, there is a phase separation of SiO2 and Al2O3—both
of which are amorphous nanoparticles.19 These results show that
co-calcination of NKaol and LO precursors leads to the disorder of
the NKaol unit layer forming nanosized Al2O3. XPS results reveal the
coating of LO on NKaol surfaces with Si–O–La and Al–O–La bonding
which helps LO nanoparticles to further deposit at the surfaces
of NKaol.

The efficiency of La–NKaol for removing phosphate from
aqueous solutions has been examined by investigating the phos-
phate adsorption kinetics and isotherms. It was observed that
the hybrid nanostructure removes phosphate quickly which can
attain 80.8% of the adsorption capacity within 1 h, as shown in
the adsorption kinetic curves (Fig. 3a). The adsorption behavior was
well described by Langmuir isotherm models (Fig. 3b). Remarkably,
the Langmuir maximum phosphate adsorption capacity of

Fig. 2 (a) TEM images of NKaol before and after La coating, scale bars:
100 nm; the scale bar in the cross-sectional image of NKaol represents
10 nm. (b) STEM image of LO–NKaol and (c) corresponding quantitative
EDS maps for La, Al, Si and O elements, scale bars: 200 nm. (d) XRD
patterns of NKaol, LO and the resulting hybrid. (e) The nitrogen absorption–
desorption isotherms and the corresponding pore size distribution (PSD)
curves of NKaol and LO–NKaol.
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LO–NKaol reaches up to 80.8 mgP g�1. This value is higher than
most of the reported phosphate adsorbents, e.g., 8.28 mgP g�1

for zirconium phosphate,24 22 mgP g�1 for La-doped meso-
porous silicates,25 44.8 mgP g�1 for La-decorated magnetite,26

46.4 mgP g�1 for La-composites coated biochar,16 71.9 mgP g�1

for lanthanum hydroxide/zeolite,27 and 67.1 mgP g�1 for La(III)
(hydr)oxide modified wheat straw28 (see details in Table S2,
ESI†). The phosphate adsorption capacity of LO–NKaol and LO
were further compared via normalization of the La content
(Fig. 3c). The as-prepared nanostructure showed a maximum
phosphate uptake capacity of 286.3 mgP g�1 La, superior to pure
LO (173.2 mgP g�1 La). And the control samples, uncalcined and
calcined NKaol (450 and 700 1C) exhibit negligible phosphate
adsorption (0.1, 1 and 0.5 mgP g�1 respectively, Table S3, ESI†).
Hence, the low phosphate adsorption capacity of these control
samples clearly indicates that the coupling of NKaol and LO
nanoparticles accounts for the outstanding phosphate adsorption.

The FTIR and XPS analyses (detailed in the ESI†) confirm the
multiple phosphate adsorption mechanisms and the possible
synergetic adsorption by the individual components of the hybrid.
FTIR spectra indicate the nearly complete replacement of the
exchangeable CO3

2� groups between (La2O2
2+)n layers of LO in

the hybrid by H2PO4
�, and the low CO3

2�–H2PO4
� exchange for the

pure LO nanoparticles due to their aggregation (see Fig. S4, ESI†).
Besides ion exchange adsorption, the XPS spectra confirm that

phosphate removal also occurs through surface complexation. This
is due to the formation of the La–O–P bond and the Al–O–P bond at
the surface of LO–NKaol, including the surface of LO and the
activated Al2O3 nanoparticles.

TEM combined with EDS line-scanning and elemental map-
ping characterization (Fig. 4) identified elemental P dispersed
at the surface of the phosphate-adsorbed LO–NKaol sample
(P@LO–NKaol). The line scan data (the inset of the TEM image,
Fig. 4a) reveal that elemental La and Al interact with P because
of the correlation between the amount of P atoms and the
number of La and Al atoms. This result implies that both LO
and Al2O3 nanoparticles in LO–NKaol contribute to phosphate
removal. In addition, the EDS mapping images (Fig. 4b) show
homogeneous distribution of P at the surfaces of NKaol. Hence,
these results clearly verify the coupling of the phosphate
adsorption capacity of LO and Al2O3 in LO–NKaol.

Phosphorus K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) analysis was used to identify the proportion of phosphorus
adsorbed to the individual components of the LO–NKaol samples.
Linear combination fitting (LCF) of the XANES spectrum for sample
P@LO–NKaol was further conducted by using the spectra of
phosphate adsorbed LO (P@LO) and phosphate adsorbed Al2O3

(P@Al2O3) as references (Fig. 5). The mean square misfit between

the data and the model
P
j

dataj � fitj
� �,P

j

data2

 !
, defined as

the R-factor, represents the fit quality in LCF analysis. Usually, the
value of R-factor is below 0.05 displaying a good LCF fit; and the
smaller the R-factor is, the better the fit.29 The LCF analysis shows
that the proportion of phosphate adsorbed to LO and Al2O3

in the hybrid was 90% and 10%, respectively. Moreover, the
corresponding R-factor of the LCF fitting is 0.001003, showing a
high-quality fitting. These results resonate with the combination of
both LO and Al2O3 in the hybrid in uptaking phosphate.

The high adsorption performance of LO–NKaol nanostructures
is achieved by the combined characteristics of the two components
(schematically shown in Fig. 1): (1) Co-calcination of NKaol and LO
precursors leads to the disordering of the original tetrahedral
SiO4 and octahedral AlO6 sheets of NKaol and formation of
amorphous Al2O3 nanoparticles that act as an additional compo-
nent for phosphate removal. Meanwhile, the neglectable phosphate
adsorption capacity of the calcinated NKaol samples suggests that
calcination of NKaol at 450 and 700 1C did not produce active

Fig. 3 (a) Phosphate adsorption kinetic curves of LO–NKaol. (b) Phosphate
adsorption isotherms of LO–NKaol. (c) Comparison of the adsorption
performance among LO–NKaol and pure LO nanoparticles. The adsorption
isotherms in (b and c) are fitted using the Langmuir model.

Fig. 4 (a) TEM images of P@LO–NKaol and EDS line scans along the black
dotted line (the inset of the TEM image), and (b) elemental mapping for
elements: P, Al, La and Si. Scale bars: 500 nm.
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Al2O3; (2) the special 2D layer nanostructure of NKaol and its
tunable surface properties enable LO nanoparticles to deposit
homogenously and covalently on the surfaces allowing maximum
phosphate removal. However, the pure LO particles tend to aggre-
gate, showing limited adsorption performance.

The LO–NKaol material is affordable and easy to produce.
Bottom-up LO–NKaol adsorbents are produced through solution
combustion synthesis at a relatively low temperature (450 1C), and
they can easily be produced in a large quantity from one batch of
synthesis. Moreover, the raw kaolinite mineral to produce NKaol is
about six times cheaper than graphite which is used to produce 2D
graphene-based materials.30 Furthermore, the LO nanoparticles are
stable and are strongly anchored on NKaol. What is more, various
adsorptive nanoscale materials can be coated on NKaol surfaces via
solution combustion synthesis to activate NKaol and create novel
adsorbent materials. As Al2O3 nanoparticles are widely used adsor-
bents for the removal of various pollutants in water treatment,31 the
coupling of adsorptive nanomaterials and activated NKaol creates a
potential of high adsorption capacity for various pollutants.

In conclusion, we show here a unique 2D hybrid nanostructure by
using natural NKaol and LO nanoparticles. This product offers
efficient removal of phosphate from aqueous solutions and a high
adsorption capacity of 80.8 mgP g�1 was achieved. The composite is
synthesized by coating LO nanoparticles on the activated NKaol
structure, to make them available for phosphate adsorption due to
the formation of amorphous Al2O3 from disconnection of the unit
layer of NKaol. Adsorption occurs on LO and Al2O3 sites aided by the
unique geometry of the NKaol layer nanostructures. Well-dispersed
LO nanoparticles are covalently anchored on the NKaol surfaces, and
they increase the efficiency of La for phosphate adsorption.
LO–NKaol has a higher adsorption ability than LO particles alone.
By combining easy preparation, low cost, and high stability, the 2D
hybrid complexes offer significant promise for phosphate capture
from polluted water. The concept for the creation of the novel
nanostructure by activating NKaol is potentially applicable to various
adsorptive metal oxides. And these hybrid nanocomposites may be a
new generic platform for effective scavenging of various pollutants.
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